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THE PRINCIPAL’S WORD

Dear parents, dear students, dear colleagues,

today, the board and the school management jointly 
address the entire school family. We look back on a 
very challenging school year. A school year marked by 
a worldwide pandemic lies behind us. We are thank-
ful, that we, as a school family, survived this school 
year largely unscathed. We look back on the different 
phases of the school year with distance, with hybrid 
and with in-person teaching. Our achievement near 
the end of the school year was having the great ma-
jority of the school taking part in in-person teaching. 
A big compliment goes out to our Kindergarten class-
es in both sections. Our teachers took great care of 
our little ones throughout the entire school year. We 
look forward to the summer holidays with lots of joy. 
We have all earned some time off after this strenu-
ous school year. We wish the entire school family a 
good rest and a healthy reunion at the start of the 
2021/2022 school year. Our first school day is Sunday, 
the 29th of August. For the new school year, we have 
taken it upon ourselves to return to regular operation 
just like the time before corona as much as possible. 

During the holidays, we will carefully observe the vari-
ous developments and adjust our plans according. The 
new school year will also come with new challenges: 
Digitalization, Strengthening Farsi, Expansion of all-
day school and much more. Together with the board 
and employees of the school, we will handle new 
tasks and difficulties so that, every day, we can make 
our DBST better, more modern and future-proof. For 
the principal, his time in Tehran will end in July of 2022 
with the regular end of his contract after 6 years of 
service. The board and the school management have 
set common goals and will work on these as a team 
so that this statement continues to apply: We are the 
future!

Sincerely,
Harald Pröm (Principal) & The DBST Board
German Embassy School Tehran



On the 17th of June 2021, the Kindergarten and Vor-
schule ended the 2020/2021 school year with a little 
summerfest for themselves. Each group presented 
various dance and movement songs, of course under 
consideration of our strict corona rules. The children 
of the Kindergarten performed the songs “Brüder-
chen, komm tanz mit mir” and “Die Maus auf Welt- 
raumreise”. The children in the Vorschule performed 
“Fliegerglied” and “Das Krokodil vom Nil”. The children 
were very happy to be able to stand on stage. All the 
performances were much applauded by the parents.

KINDERGARTEN & VORSCHULE

A LITTLE SUMMERFEST



PRIMARY

In class, we recently dealt with an excerpt of the “fly-
ing classroom” by Erich Kästner. After having discussed 
the special vocabulary of the time and explaining what 
a “catheter” is, we created cardboard models of the 
classroom with the help of descriptions and prints of 
the scene in the book. We also created trivial things 
such as the pieces of chalk on the desk, the cranky 
professor’s notebooks, and the cupboards! Some of 
us even paid attention to the whiteboard, making sure 
the things written on it were correct which made our 
models even more realistic! We then described our 
models using local and temporal prepositions and 
made films at home which we all watched together 
the next day. This event, the combination of artis-
tic/creative as well as literary/grammatical content 
brought us all a lot of joy.

“THE FLYING CLASSROOM” DONE
 DIFFERENTLY



PYP

Story book
The Farsi story writing project was an engaging and fun 
experience for the native students of Farsi which had 
started before Nowrooz. This project aimed to encour-
age students to write in their heritage language. Since 
the result of their work was so amazing, we decided to 
gather all stories and print them in a short storybook. 
The books were given to the students of classes 1, 2, 
and 3 as a gift. Some extra copies of the book were 
given to the library and are now available for students 
interested in reading Farsi stories.

FARSI EVENTS
Meet the Author

On Thursday 3rd of June 2021, students of classes 5 
and 6 met Payam Ebrahimi, the author of the novel 
they had been reading for the last 2 months. Students 
asked questions about the storyline, the dilemma, and 
story writing in general and got familiar with the main 
process of creating story characters. It was a fun mee-
ting which ended with the author signing autographs 
in the students‘ books.

Alphabet celebration
 
This celebration is designed for the native speakers 
of Farsi in classes 1 and 2 who now at the first level 
know the alphabet and at the second level can read 
independently. To celebrate literacy in their heritage 
language, we prepared an internal celebration on 
Thursday 24th of  June 2021, only for native speakers 
of these two classes. Students enjoyed a special alpha-
bet cake and took part in activities such as reading and 
coloring. They had a lot of fun and they all received 
certificates and small presents as a memory of this 
very important day of becoming formal literate indi-
viduals in their mother tongue. I would like to thank 
Ms. Parmiss Shokoohi for her endless kindness and 
support in making this event such a memorable cele-
bration for our children.



PYP

FARSI EVENTS



PYP

The World Bank 
Organization

In our last unit, we inquired into how people create 
organizations to solve problems and support human 
effort. We were very lucky to have Ms. Lucile Gingem-
bre Chevalier as our guest speaker, who helped our 
students have a deeper understanding of what we 
learned in class. Our main inquiries were focused on 
the purpose of organizations, why people join orga-
nizations and what makes an organization successful. 
A great thanks to Ms. Chevalier, as her presentation 
connected us to a real-life experience of how organiza-
tions can support human effort worldwide. 

A key component of PYP is student-initiated action, 
which needs time to flourish and be nurtured. Our unit 
about children’s rights ended weeks ago, however the 
burning desire of our little ones to continue to help 
the children of Jazmurian continued. For weeks our 
students recycled dry material and then created sculp-
tures both individually and in groups with the support 
of Miss Shapari. This is where our supportive parents 
stepped in, and after an interactive online auction, we 
managed to raise 777 Euros. All of the money raised 
will go towards a project for creating a playground for 
the children in Jazmurian. This was based upon article 
31 of the UNCRC, in which it states children have the 
right to engage in play. An enormous thank you to all 
the children, parents and Miss Shapari for their sup-
port and dedication.

“You have two hands, one for helping 

yourself, the other for helping others.”



What‘s the first thing that comes to mind when you 
hear or read the word “sizzling?” 
We in IS4 would bet you’re thinking burgers, barbe-
cue, maybe an egg frying gently in a pan on a Sun-
day - oops Friday - morning! Sizzling can also apply 
to our writing and this term, our teacher drew on an 
Australian method called Seven Steps to Writing to 
teach us how to create sizzling starts. These apply to 
any text type - whether we’re writing a narrative, a fa-
ble or a newspaper article, sizzling starts help capture 
our reader‘s attention and make them want to know 
more! Sizzling starts were really fun to learn because 
all we really had to do is ask a fun question, construct 
a dialogue between 2 people or describe an action as 
it is happening. We played around with sizzling starts 
for many different topics, and below are some exam-
ples we thought you might enjoy reading. Remember: 
sizzling starts are just the opening sentence of a story, 
and these are what we‘re sharing here. By creating ex-
citement, they helped us think more creatively about 
the rest of our writing.

Boom! Crash! Aaah! Ouf ouch capow...It was black. I 
heard sirens over the extreme pain in my head. 
- Cas V.
How are humans supposed to play with dogs? Well, 
first it depends on your dog‘s age, and then your dog‘s 
attitude. 
- Daniel A.
Cats are sensible. Dogs are playful. Which one is the 
best? 
- Arshak E. 
I was playing with my toys when suddenly my mum 
screamed. “Oh no, what did I do,” I said to myself.
- Sophi S.

SIZZLING STARTS: 
WRITING TIPS FROM CLASS 4

Did you know that your brain continues processing 
memories, knowledge and making sense of what you 
see while you‘re having your morning break? 
- Jonathan-Daniel B.
“How can I get rid of my fears, mom?”
“You can tell your dad about them.” she replied. 
- Shana E.
Have you ever wondered how people can learn from 
each other even though they‘re very different? 
- Arshavir E.

PYP



This year May 30th - June 3rd saw the return of DBST’s 
annual Book Week. KG3-Class 5 participated in a va-
riety of different literacy themed activities. We hope 
that the activities celebrate and foster a life-long love 
for reading and encourage students to read and devel-
op other literacy skills. Students had the chance to win 
some book-week inspired prizes, create bookmarks, 
and read poetry, along with school favorites: Mystery 
Reader, Reading in Strange Places, and Book Character 
Dress-up Day. Congratulations to all of the winners as 
well as all of the students and teachers who participat-
ed in making this a successful event. 

BOOK WEEK

The secrecy surrounding the mystery reader in class 4 
was high 2 days before THE day! IS4 was reading “Num-
ber the Stars” a novel based on true facts, wherein 
10-year old Annemarie Johanssen and her family help 
their Jewish neighbors and friends escape occupied 
Denmark for Sweden during WW2. With high hopes, I 
hopped on the author’s website and filled in a contact 
form: would author Lois Lowry (The Giver Quartet, 
over 10 million copies sold worldwide) accept to read 
in IS4? At 84 years old, one would think Mrs Lowry 
spends her time with family, enjoying a slow, peaceful 
life. Her answer however was full of spunk and spon-
taneity: “When? Zoom? Tell me more about the kids in 
IS4!” We were - as Arshak said himself - honoured to 
have Mrs Lowry read to us and inspire in us a love of 
research, of writing and of caring for one another, no 
matter how hard the times.

PYP

MYSTERY 
READING



PYP

&    BOOK   
WEEK

MYSTERY 
READING



PYP

AN INTRODUCTION TO MYP
Class 6 has prepared an informative orientati-
on session for class 5 in order to introduce them 
to the first year of MYP. They have explained, 

in a fun and interactive way, some changes and new 
challenges that await them once they step in the se-
condary.



Our final unit this term has been a discussion 
about extreme poverty and how certain commu-
nities are caught in a poverty trap. One partic-
ular location in our own country, is the town of 
Jazmurian, where people live in extreme poverty. 

“BE THE LIGHT THAT HELPS
OTHERS SEE!”

Class 6 took the initiative to raise money to help pro-
vide the children with necessary sanitation and health 
products. They successfully raised over 3 million to-
man and packed the boxes themselves, each one in-
cluding a personal note of hope for the children there.

PYP



HIGH SCHOOL

Over the past few months, Barsa Jahanpanah, a high 
school student, wanted to explore new aspects of 
math lessons. Due to his outstanding performance in 
all STEM subjects and in consultation with the school 
leadership and administration, Barsa was offered 
the opportunity to help care for the mathematical 
well-being of the 10th grade students of the DBST. 

NEWS FROM 
MATHEMATICS AT THE DBST

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Barsa, 
hope that he will be able to adequately make us of 
his well-deserved reward in the coming holidays and 
look forward to his final lecture in Klasse 11 titled “The 
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus”.



HIGH SCHOOL

As a class we wanted to do something charitable to help 
those in need, and it was a perfect opportunity, since 
our current topic in English was “making a difference”. 
We came up with the idea of sending school stationary, 
notebooks and bags for the less privileged children in 
the region of Jazmoorian, located in the southeast of 
Iran. Through the IS-Section (Mrs. Akbari), we got intro-
duced to the charity “Yeki Hastim” and on their web-
site we found a project that let us send school equip-
ment so they could deliver our parcel to this region.

CLASS 10’S DONATION TO THE ORGANIZATION “YEKI 
HASTIM” FOR CHILDREN IN JAZMOORIAN HARITY

On Thursday, the 27th of May, we made a video for 
the kids and made them handcrafts at school to dec-
orate their box with. We then went to “book city” in 
Shariati street and bought items like stationary and 
colour pencils for them. We packed the box with the 
help of our class teacher, Miss Sturm, and we will 
be sending it to their office in the following week!



DAF CENTER

As in every school year, the end-of-year exams for DaF 
students take place in the third week of June. Here, the 
DaF students take part in the various language tests 
(A1-B2) to ensure that they have achieved their learn-
ing goal and have made appropriate progress in learn-
ing the German language. We are happy to announce 
that all DaF students were able to achieve their learn-
ing goal this school year. We would like to take this op-
portunity to congratulate Maral Bahman from class 8, 
who passed the B2 exam. It is worth mentioning that 
Maral has been at the DBST since the school year 18/19. 

NEWS FROM THE DAF CENTER
She entered the seventh grade without any knowl-
edge of German and, despite the pandemic year 
and online classes, managed to reach language lev-
el B2 within 2 years and thus meets the entry re-
quirements for entry into the ninth grade. We also 
congratulate Jesper Frei, Nazgol Gerami and Shanar 
Ghasaee on passing the B1 exam. A big thank you 
goes to our DaF teachers Ms. Mandan Hosseinipour 
and Ms. Aida Tavakoli for their commitment.



NEXT MONTH

SEE YOU AGAIN ON

29th of August, 2021

DBST
WISHES YOU 

NICE SUMMER HOLIDAYS




